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be their preacher. And for ten or fifteen years Richard Baxter at Xi Kitter

minster gave an example of Christian work, of Christian preaching, or pastoral

work which it would be hard to surpass anywhere in the world. Anywhere in

history. The work that he did in that town which was known for its brutality

and its depravity in reaching the people with the gospel of Christ, in

bringing them to the knowledge of Him, in raising a continuing spiritual life

that went on and on long after he was gone l3-books like the Saints

Eternal Rest, and the Reformed Pastor, books which even today are being

reprinted, and are a blessing to many. Baxter is one who lived close to the

Lord and served Him with all his heart, and deserved, a andxmz±xxx

received in heaven I am sure great praise from God, and will through all

eternity, and yet Baxter came under the condemnation of this verse, Curse

ye ...lk... for he came not to the help of the Lord against the mighty ....

....end of Record 1

Record 2

Well, Baxter was in England in which King Charles 1d been taking more and

more control of the church, and changing it and forcing into it the idea that
leading

he wa wanted to have axtt in the church, and he was taking over the

state, and he was 1 parliament, and so on, and from the church,

and from the state people rose upon against him, and Baxter spoke against

what he was doing, and soon you had a chaotic condition wihh all sorts of

people this way, and that, and the king's forces would either have won out,

and established this tyranny again, or ............gone into confusion, but

a man came forward, a man who was a true Christian, a man who loved the Lord,

a man who at the age of forty showed a military power that nobody would

have suspected him to have, and Cromwell was able to mold the parliamentary

forces into an army that could meet the kings forces, and subtue them, and

Cromwell was able to set up a control in England which made England respected

throughoUt the world in a way she had never been before. And Cromwell set

up freedom of religion through the land, and Baxter didn't altogether quite

approve of that. He thought there should be freedom for different views up
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